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Apple Officially Announces Spatial Audio With Dolby Atmos Support Making Lossless Audio A Reality
Songs like Nirvana’s, novels like Kerouac’s: How AI is getting artistic
Motivated by a fascination for high-end research equipment and turning gear from old sheds and nuclear research labs into sound, Stefan Goetsch discusses his latest album Landfill Totems ...
Best computer speakers – upgrade your gaming PC’s audio in 2021
Making Music With Computers Creative
Daniel Miller and Gareth Jones carry the convivial air of old friends as they tee up answers for each other in our Zoom chat about their long-running musical partnership, Sunroof.
Sunroof: ‘Our creative partnership flowered early just through mucking around with synths’
Motivated by a fascination for high-end research equipment and turning gear from old sheds and nuclear research labs into sound, Stefan Goetsch discusses his latest album Landfill Totems ...
Hainbach: “I feel I make better music when I have to struggle with an instrument”
The University of Delaware’s Project MUSIC helps elementary and middle school students connect to music and dance through online workshops.
Univ. of Delaware’s Project MUSIC helps young students connect to song, and each other
Apple is finally announced Spatial Audio which supports Dolby Atmos and can give lossless audio experience to the users, checkout to know more ...
Apple Officially Announces Spatial Audio With Dolby Atmos Support Making Lossless Audio A Reality
How AI is used in the music distribution process. Deep learning and other AI algorithms are tailor-made for unstructured data and there is nothing less structured than digitized audio or video.
Hitting the right note as AI streamlines the business of music production and distribution
But as algorithms make headlines for producing ... learning engine for artistic and creative experiments. The Magenta team released their first piece of music (composed without human intervention ...
Songs like Nirvana’s, novels like Kerouac’s: How AI is getting artistic
Hatsune Miku: “Tell Your World” Music Video by KZ-Livetune This represented a new potential for creative efforts ... where anyone with a personal computer could make a global debut – a ...
Hatsune Miku: Digital Face of a Twenty-First Century Music Revolution
What can algorithms do with Jewish texts? Let’s see how a computer can blend Torah, Yehuda Amichai and Harry Potter.
Computers can write Torah now — should we be excited or terrified?
Fauntleroy and Dopson take a look back on their musical ascension, their gospel origins, and their now-defunct supergroup Cocaine 80s.
James Fauntleroy and Larrance 'Rance' Dopson on Guiding the Next Generation of Music Professionals Through 1500 Sound Academy
"The way composing was previously done was you wrote on a piece of paper, with a pencil, a set of instructions for someone else to make music," she recalls. Free to realize her own creative vision, ...
'Sisters With Transistors' Traces Female Pioneers of Electronic Music
Aitkenvale CityLibrary is attracting filmmakers, podcasters, recording musicians and artists with its new free Creative Studio, which provides access ...
New Creative Studio unlocks Townsville makers’ potential
The music industry is male-dominated ... A lot of newer producers make stuff that’s just in the box or like just on the dock on their computer. I like to use actual physical samplers to sample ...
6 Female Producers on What Fans Can Do to Support Women in the Music Industry
Creative is a brand that’s perhaps best known for computer speakers ... in for Apple AirPlay 2 or Google Chromecast, so streaming music to the soundbar is via Bluetooth and there’s no way ...
New Creative SXFI Carrier Soundbar With Dolby Atmos Reviewed
An eight-episode docuseries from ‘Amy’ director Asif Kapadia explores a groundbreaking year for rock, soul and R&B.
Apple TV+’s ‘1971: The Year That Music Changed Everything’: TV Review
Now, he spends most of his time in the dark basement of his home, crouching on a pile of rugs in front of a computer and a keyboard ... not wholly impossible to make music legally in Iran ...
‘I Am Doomed to Produce Music’: Inside One Iranian Artist’s Fight for Creative Freedom
How Pratt Students Met the Pandemic with Creativity and Reshaped their Practices for the Future. Home / News; The ongoing pandemic has changed ev ...
How Pratt Students Met the Pandemic with Creativity and Reshaped their Practices for the Future
The Year That Music Changed Everything, both in the play-it-loud sense as well as the sheer-quantity sense. The watershed social and artistic moment explored across the eight episodes contained a ...
‘It has stood the test of time’: was 1971 the greatest year in music?
NEW YORK, April 27, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Make Music Day, the annual global celebration of music held on the summer solstice, returns this year on June 21 with an exciting, creative and diverse ...
Make Music Day 2021 Returns On Monday, June 21
The best computer ... kick back with music even when you’re not on your PC. When choosing the best gaming speakers for your PC, there are a number of considerations to make, the first of which ...
Best computer speakers – upgrade your gaming PC’s audio in 2021
In addition to being recognised as one of the all-time great film directors, Satyajit Ray was arguably one of the most versatile creative ... of film-making like lighting, colour, music, editing ...
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